INTRODUCTION
Gemini Consulting & Services is CMMI Level 3, ISO 20000 & 270001: 2013 certified
company. We have successfully made to the Inc. 5000 list three times in a row by meeting the
specified criteria of quality requirements ensured for your success based on their knowledge of
leading technologies, industry best practices and best in class service delivery methodology &
tools. Guided by goodwill and technical expertise of experienced lead, a team of well qualified
professionals deliver exemplary services in terms of enterprise computing.
Gemini have tied up with experienced, mature, Business Consultants and Technologists that
help our clients improve their business systems with the most up to date processes and software.
We are constantly in the process of updating our software skills adopting new technologies that
can perform better functions. We recognize the importance of nurturing relationships that
reflect our culture of unwavering ethics and mutual respect.
GEMINI EMINENCE
SAP SOLUTIONS:
It is a complete, cloud & On-Premises based solution that can run your entire organization:
financials, human resources, sales, procurement, customer service, project management,
production, supply chain etc. The ongoing success of your growing business greatly depends
on its ability to proactively manage all areas of business effectively and efficiently. In order to
remain agile, you need to ensure your organization can keep up with quickly changing market
conditions and customer demands.
OPEN SOURCE SOLUTIONS:
Open Source has become the norm of life in the present day technology driven eco system. The
latest inculcation of this technology into Internet of Things (IOT) is one of the key
breakthroughs in the recent past. The ability to create an agile enterprise means organizations
may have to consider portfolio consolidation, modernization, and outsourcing to maximize cost
savings and Return on Investment (ROI). Keeping this in mind, Gemini Consulting and
Services is dedicated to delivering advanced solutions on Open Source allowing you to do
more.
MOBILITY SOLUTIONS:
When we consider mobile infrastructure, it's easy to see that it provides the very foundation on
which enterprises create their mobile solutions. This means that it must be both pervasive and
well-designed. However, the infrastructure is quite often neglected due to a rising issues within
the business that need immediate attention. As technology evolves, people’s expectations are
not only to use their phones to manage their personal life but their professional life as well. In
fact, the line has become so blurred that many don't acknowledge the term 'office hours' because
work is always just a click away. Thus, mobile technology has become a way to improve
customer satisfaction and increase their profit margins.

PROLIFERATE
Some of our valuable clients are:

















Indiana university health
University of Missouri
Weill Cornell medicine
Weill Cornell – Qatar
Whirlpool
Jomel
AL Ezzel O & M Company
Microsoft
Sanmina
MiriPP systems
Modecore
Tamouh
Balasore alloys Ltd
Pashupati Group
Tafawuq
Shamal Azzour

